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How to Make a Forest Garden
The long-awaited exploration of permaculture
specifically for cooler Northern Hemisphere climates
is finally here! Already regarded as the definitive book
on the subject, The Earth Care Manual is accessible to
the curious novice as much as it is essential for the
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knowledgeable practitioner. Permaculture started out
in the 1970s as a sustainable alternative to modern
agriculture, taking its inspiration from natural
ecosystems. It has always placed an emphasis on
gardening, but since then it has expanded to include
many other aspects, from community design to
energy use. It can be seen as an overall framework
that puts a diversity of green ideas into perspective.
Its aims are low work, high output, and genuine
sustainability.

Teaming with Microbes
The Permaculture Student 2
The Basics of Permaculture Design, first published in
Australia in 1996, is an excellent introduction to the
principles of permaculture, design processes, and the
tools needed for designing sustainable gardens,
farms, and larger communities. Packed with useful
tips, clear illustrations, and a wealth of experience, it
guides you through designs for gardens, urban and
rural properties, water harvesting systems, animal
systems, permaculture in small spaces like balconies
and patios, farms, schools, and ecovillages. This is
both a do-ityourself guide for the enthusiast and a
useful reference for permaculture designers.

Permaculture
Permaculture design as divine creative activity.
Permaculture looks for the patterns embedded in our
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natural world as inspirations for designing solutions to
the many challenges we are presented with today. It
is a philosophical, spiritual and practical approach to
the use of the land, integrating microclimate,
functional plants, animals, soils, water management
and human needs into intricately connected, highly
productive systems. In essence, permaculture uses
observation as basis for creating sustainable and
effective human settlements. The authors discuss the
components Earthshare, Fairshare and Peoplecare,
with a specific emphasis on the spiritual aspects of
the design process. Topics range from soil and plants,
energy sources and house design to alternative
economics, group process, governance, and spiritual
nurturing and enquiry. Examples of existing
permaculture structures from around the world, most
notably from the Findhorn Community Eco-Village,
bring the concepts to life. First-hand accounts of how
people got started on their permaculture project lend
a personal touch. The first book to look at the spiritual
aspects as well as the practical implementation of
permaculture design.

The Basics of Permaculture Design
This major handbook covers the structural use of brick
and blockwork. A major feature is a series of step-bystep design examples of typical elements and
buildings. The book has been revised to include
updates to the code of practice BS 5628:2000-2 and
the 2004 version of Part A of the Building Regulations.
New information on sustainability issues, innovation in
masonry, health and safety issues and technical
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developments has been added.

Degrowth in the Suburbs
"Imagine raising crops with no cultivation, no
chemical fertilizers or herbicides, not even any added
compost! Fukuoka has learned not to ask the
impossible of nature, and is blessed with impossibly
high yields. Instead of continually attempting to do a
little bit more, he has looked for ways to do less, to
leave off unnecessary labors, and yet his soil grows
richer every year. He offers us a provocative image of
stewardship to the earth as the cornerstone to a
society of sufficiency, permanence, and selfrenewal."--Back cover.

The Permaculture Garden
How we eat is such a fundamental part of what we
are; yet, in our present time-poor culture of
prepackaged fast foods, food can become an
expensive symptom of alienation and
disempowerment. It doesn’t have to be this way! The
Vegan Book of Permaculture gives us the tools and
confidence to take responsibility for our lives and
actions. Creating a good meal, either for ourselves or
to share, taking time to prepare fresh, wholesome
home- or locally grown ingredients with care and
respect can be a deeply liberating experience. It is
also a way of taking back some control from the
advertising agencies and multinational corporations.
In this groundbreaking and original book, Graham
demonstrates how understanding universal patterns
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and principles, and applying these to our own gardens
and lives, can make a very real difference to both our
personal lives and the health of our planet. This also
isn’t so very different from the compassionate
concern for "animals, people, and environment" of the
vegan way. Interspersed with an abundance of
delicious, healthy, and wholesome exploitation-free
recipes, Graham provides solutions-based approaches
to nurturing personal effectiveness and health, ecofriendly living, home and garden design, veganic food
growing, reforestation strategies, forest gardening,
reconnection with wild nature, and community
regeneration with plenty of practical ways to be well
fed with not an animal dead! This is vegan living at its
best.

Tree Crops
This 592 page manual shows how Australians can
downshift and retrofit their homes, gardens,
communities and, above all, themselves to be more
self-organised, sustainable and resilient into an
uncertain future. It promises a challenging but
exciting mix of satisfying work, a more meaningful
way of living and hope for the next generation.
RetroSuburbia is divided into three main sections: the
Built, the Biological and the Behavioural along with
the introductory section 'Setting the scene'.

Permaculture
Milkwood
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Permaculture is a movement that is coming into its
own, and the concept of creating plant guilds in
permaculture is at the forefront of every farmer's and
gardener's practice. One of the essential practices of
permaculture is to develop perennial agricultural
systems that thrive over several decades without
expensive and harmful inputs: perennial plant guilds,
food forests, agroforestry, and mixed animal and
woody species polycultures. The massive degradation
of conventional agriculture and the environmental
havoc it creates has never been as all pervasive in
terms of scale, so it has become a global necessity to
further the understanding of a comprehensive design
and planning system such as permaculture that works
with nature, not against it. The guild concept often
used is one of a “functional relationship” between
plants–beneficial groupings of plants that share
functions in order to bring health and stability to a
plant regime and create an abundant yield for our
utilization. In other words, it is the integration of
species that creates a balanced, healthy, and thriving
ecosystem. But it goes beyond integration. A guild is
a metaphor for all walks of life, most importantly a
group of people working together to craft works of
balance, beauty, and utility. This book is the first, and
most comprehensive, guide about plant guilds ever
written, and covers in detail both what guilds are and
how to design and construct them, complete with
extensive color photography and design illustrations.
Included is information on: • What we can observe
about natural plant guilds in the wild and the
importance of observation; • Detailed research on the
structure of plant guilds, and a portrait of an oak tree
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(a guild unto itself); • Animal interactions with plant
guilds; • Steps to guild design, construction, and
dynamics: from assessment to design to
implementation; • Fifteen detailed plant guilds, five
each from the three authors based on their unique
perspectives; • Guild project management: budgets,
implementation, management, and maintenance.
Readers of any scale will benefit from this book, from
permaculture designers and professional growers, to
backyard growers new to the concept of
permaculture. Books on permaculture cover this topic,
but never in enough depth to be replicable in a
serious way. Finally, it's here!

Gaia's Garden
This book addresses a central dilemma of the urban
age: how to make the vast suburban landscapes that
ring the globe safe and sustainable in the face of
planetary ecological crisis. The authors argue that
degrowth, a planned contraction of economic
overshoot, is the only feasible principle for suburban
renewal. They depart from the anti-suburban
sentiment of much environmentalism to show that
existing suburbia can be the centre-ground of
transition to a new social dispensation based on the
principle of self-limitation. The book offers a radical
new urban imaginary, that of degrowth suburbia,
which can arise Phoenix like from the increasingly
stressed cities of the affluent Global North and guide
urbanisation in a world at risk. This means dispensing
with much contemporary green thinking, including
blind faith in electric vehicles and high-density
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urbanism, and accepting the inevitability and the
benefits of planned energy descent. A radical but
necessary vision for the times.

The Permaculture City
Earth Care Manual
Permaculture is more than just the latest buzzword; it
offers positive solutions for many of the
environmental and social challenges confronting us.
And nowhere are those remedies more needed and
desired than in our cities. The Permaculture City
provides a new way of thinking about urban living,
with practical examples for creating abundant food,
energy security, close-knit communities, local and
meaningful livelihoods, and sustainable policies in our
cities and towns. The same nature-based approach
that works so beautifully for growing
food—connecting the pieces of the landscape
together in harmonious ways—applies perfectly to
many of our other needs. Toby Hemenway, one of the
leading practitioners and teachers of permaculture
design, illuminates a new way forward through
examples of edge-pushing innovations, along with a
deeply holistic conceptual framework for our cities,
towns, and suburbs. The Permaculture City begins in
the garden but takes what we have learned there and
applies it to a much broader range of human
experience; we’re not just gardening plants but
people, neighborhoods, and even cultures. Hemenway
lays out how permaculture design can help
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towndwellers solve the challenges of meeting our
needs for food, water, shelter, energy, community,
and livelihood in sustainable, resilient ways. Readers
will find new information on designing the urban
home garden and strategies for gardening in
community, rethinking our water and energy systems,
learning the difference between a “job” and a
“livelihood,” and the importance of placemaking and
an empowered community. This important book
documents the rise of a new sophistication, depth,
and diversity in the approaches and thinking of
permaculture designers and practitioners.
Understanding nature can do more than improve how
we grow, make, or consume things; it can also teach
us how to cooperate, make decisions, and arrive at
good solutions.

Structural Masonry Designers' Manual
Topics in this book include: Energy-efficient site
analysis, planning & design methods. House
placement & design for temperate, dryland & tropical
regions. Urban permaculture: garden layouts, land
access & community funding systems. Using fences,
trellis, greenhouse & shadehouse to best effect.
Chicken & pig forage systems; tree crops & pasture
integration for stock. Orchards & home woodlots for
temperate, arid & tropical climates. How to influence
microclimate around the house & garden. Large
section on selected plant species lists, with climatic
tolerances, heights & uses.

The Resilient Farm and Homestead
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In her quest to make a garden of pleasure, author
Jenny Allen followed the practices of permaculture, an
organic method of gardening based on using nature's
solutions to achieve abundance. This practice
releases the gardener from the drudgery of repetitive
tasks.

Earth User's Guide to Permaculture
Concepts and themes in design; Methods of design;
Pattern understanding; Climatic factors; Trees and
their energy transactions; Water; Soils; Earthworking
and earth resources; The humid tropics; Dryland
strategies; Humid cool to cold climates; Aquaculture;
The strategies of an alternative global nation.

The Power of Duck
A practical workbook to apply permaculture to any
project from start to finish, this is a step-by-step guide
for integrating places and people, buildings and
ecosystems. The Permaculture Design Companion is a
tried and tested process to creating a coherent,
relevant and engaging design. Based on over 20
years of experience, this design guide has been used
to teach over 1000 people. Many have gone on to
establish thriving permaculture smallholdings, build
their own natural homes and ethical businesses, and
create productive urban food gardens. It is a thorough
and effective design tool, suitable for absolute
beginners and advanced practice. The process can be
used for small to large projects, in urban spaces or
the countryside--whatever your situation. This unique
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resource combines analysis, creativity and inner work.
It will inspire you to design with nature, bring clarity
and organisation to your ideas, and provide the
momentum and support to make your designs
become reality.

Integrated Forest Gardening
This completely revised and updated edition of
Rosemary Morrow's highly successful Earth User's
Guide to Permaculture is a straight-forward manual of
practical permaculture. This book will be most
beneficial if you apply it to the space where you live
and work. The same principles apply for becoming
more sustainable and living lightly whether you live in
a small city apartment with a balcony, in a house with
a garden in the suburbs, or on acreage in the country.
Included in this new edition are chapters on seedsaving, permaculture at work, integrated pest
management, information about domestic as well as
rural water usage, a non-destructive approach
towards dealing with weeks and wildlife, and
designing to withstand a disaster. Earth User's Guide
to Permaculture is suitable for beginners as well as
experienced permaculture practitioners looking for
new ideas in moving towards greater self-reliance and
sustainable living.

Introduction to Permaculture
A manual for developing durable, beautiful, and highly
functional human habitat systems fit to handle an age
of rapid transition, written by a land designer and site
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developer whose permaculture-research farm has
drawn national attention.

Permaculture
The Permaculture Way shows us how to consciously
design a lifestyle which is low in environmental
impact and highly productive. It demonstrates how to
meet our needs, make the most of resources by
minimizing waste and maximizing potential, and still
leave the Earth richer than we found it.

Permaculture Design Companion
“This permaculture primer is fresh and vibrant. Bring
it on!” —Permaculture Magazine Permaculture is more
popular than ever, but it can still be a daunting
concept. If you are new to permaculture and
interested in learning more, Practical Permaculture
offers authoritative, in-depth, and hands-on advice for
a more holistic approach to sustainable living. Jessi
Bloom and Dave Boehnlein, two dynamic leaders in
the permaculture community, explain the basics of
permaculture, share their design process, and explore
various permaculture systems including soil, water,
waste, energy, shelter, food and plants, and animals
and wildlife. They also profile the fifty most useful
plants for permaculture landscapes.

The Natural Way of Farming
Working entirely in harmony with nature, The
Permaculture Garden shows you how to turn a bare
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plot into a beautiful and productive garden. Learn
how to plan your garden for easy access and
minimum labor; save time and effort digging and
weeding; recycle materials to save money; plan crop
successions for year-round harvests; save energy and
harvest water; and garden without chemicals by
building up your soil and planting in beneficial
communities. Full of practical ideas, this perennial
classic, first published in 1995, is guaranteed to
inspire, inform, and entertain.

Permaculture
Tree Crops: A Permanent Agriculture, first published
in 1929 and last updated in 1953 (and the edition
reprinted here) is a classic, pioneering look at the use
of trees for food, soil conservation, and sustainable
agriculture. Author J. Russell Smith (1874-1966)
travelled widely and shares his insights and research
into agro-forestry, describing how trees such as
carob, honey locust, persimmon, mulberry, oaks and
pecans can be used to enrich the land and the people
and animals dependent on it. Illustrated with over 80
pages of photographs.

Travels in Dreams
Revised edition 2017

The Weed Forager's Handbook
Step into the world of our least admired botanical
companions, peel back the layers of prejudice, and
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discover the finer side of the plants we call weeds.
This book reveals how to distinguish a tasty sandwichfiller from its dangerous look-alike, which weeds are
among the most nutritious vegetables ever tested,
and how you cook with delicious nettles without fear
of being stung It will forever change your concept of
where to go looking for lunch.

The Vegan Book of Permaculture
The most comprehensive, up-to-date and thoroughly
researched book on the topic of composting human
manure available anywhere. It includes a review of
the historical, cultural and environmental issues
pertaining to "human waste," as well as an in depth
look at the potential health risks related to humanure
recycling, with clear instructions on how to eliminate
those dangers in order to safely convert humanure
into garden soil. Written by a humanure composter
with over thirty years experience, this classic work
now includes illustrated, step-by-step instructions on
how to build a humanure toilet, a chapter on
alternative graywater systems, photos of owner-built
humanure toilets from around the world, and an
overview of commercial composting toilets and
systems.

The Humanure Handbook
Indica
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Permaculture
“A breakthrough book. No comprehensive
horticultural library should be without it.” —American
Gardener When we use chemical fertilizers, we injure
the microbial life that sustains plants, and then
become increasingly dependent on an arsenal of toxic
substances. Teaming with Microbes offers an
alternative to this vicious circle, and details how to
garden in a way that strengthens, rather than
destroys, the soil food web. You’ll discover that
healthy soil is teeming with life—not just earthworms
and insects, but a staggering multitude of bacteria,
fungi, and other microorganisms. This must-have
guide is for everyone, from those devoted to organic
gardening techniques to weekend gardeners who
simply want to grow healthy plants without resorting
to chemicals.

Permaculture
This extensively revised and expanded edition
broadens the reach and depth of the permaculture
approach for urban and suburban gardeners. The
text's message is that working with nature, not
against it, results in more beautiful, abundant, and
forgiving gardens.

Earth User's Guide to Teaching
Permaculture
Rosemary Morrow offers evidence for permaculture's
effectiveness and describes each unit of the PDC's
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curriculum. The Earth User's Guide to Teaching
Permaculture is of key relevance to teachers and
students of architecture, landscape design, ecology
and other disciplines like geography, regenerative
agriculture, agro-ecology and agroforestry, as well as
permaculture design. It leads the reader step by step
through a recommended course structure, providing a
flexible approach which encourages the adaptation of
the materials for specific bioregional and cultural
conditions. With advice on teaching aids, topics for
class discussion, extensive reading lists and tips on
teaching adults, this book is bound to be an
invaluable friend to the experienced and novice
teacher alike.

Permaculture 1
A forest garden is a food-producing garden, based on
the model of a natural woodland or forest. It is made
up of fruit and nut trees, fruit bushes, perennial
vegetables and herbs. It can be tailored to fit any
space, from a tiny urban back yard to a large rural
garden. A close copy of a natural ecosystem, it is
perhaps the most ecologically friendly way of
gardening open to us. It is also a low-maintenance
way of gardening. Once established there is none of
the digging, sowing, planting out and hoeing of the
conventional kitchen garden. The main task is picking
up the produce! This highly practical, yet inspiring
book gives you everything you need to know in order
to create a beautiful and productive forest garden,
including Basic principles Layout How to choose
plants Details of over one hundred plants, from apples
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to mushrooms the most comprehensive account of
perennial and self-seeding vegetables in print A stepby-step guide to creating your garden Full details of
an example garden, and pictures of many more
Forest gardening is an important element of
permaculture. This book explains in detail
permaculture design for temperate climates and
contains much of interest for anybody wanting to
introduce sustainable practices into their garden.

RetroSuburbia
Concepts and themes in design; Methods of design;
Pattern understanding; Climatic factors; Trees and
their energy transactions; Water; Soils; Earthworking
and earth resources; The humid tropics; Dryland
strategies; Humid cool to cold climates; Aquaculture;
The strategies of an alternative global nation.

Practical Permaculture
This beautifully presented book gives readers the
nitty-gritty guide for five diverse ways to nourish
ourselves from stewarding nature's abundance.'
David Holmgren, co-originator of Permaculture 'This
book may change your life and your community.'
Costa Georgiadis 'Finally, the ultimate self-reliance
manual from premier educational facilitator,
Milkwood.' Joel Salatin, Polyface Farm 'A joyful guide
to how to grow, eat and live in harmony with nature.'
Indira Naidoo The skills that we learn bind our lives
together. Do you want to know how to grow your own
food? Or how to keep bees? How to forage for edible
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seaweed along the shoreline, or wild greens down by
the stream? Maybe you're curious about growing
mushrooms or how to grow the perfect tomato. You're
invited to make these skills your own. Designed to be
read with a pot of tea by your elbow and a notebook
beside you, Milkwood is all you need to start living a
more home-grown life. From DIY projects to wild
fermented recipes, the in-depth knowledge and handson instruction contained in these pages will have your
whole family fascinated and inspired to get growing,
keeping, cooking and making. Milkwood is the name
of Kirsten Bradley and Nick Ritar's first farm as well as
their school where anyone can learn skills for down-toearth living. Kirsten, Nick and a team of educators
offer courses on topics contained in this book as well
as permaculture design, natural building and much
more. Kirsten and Nick live on a small regenerative
farm near Daylesford, where many things from the
sprouted grain they feed their chickens to ingredients
that make up dinner is homegrown.

The Permaculture Way
Representing & collaborating with dozens of experts
& organizations from around the world, Matt Powers'
latest installment in his series of curriculum takes
permaculture to a new level & organizes all
regenerative techniques & methodologies into one
clear, understandable system that also serves as a
path to deeper study. The Permaculture Student 2 Why is it better than what's available? New Research
& Collaboration Up-to-date - the last time a book
covered anything close to this breadth was 1989
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(Permaculture: A Designer's Manual) & the
advancements in science have been incredible in the
last 28 years - this book reflects those new insights,
research, and examples Over 20 expert reviewers and
editors: Dr. Elaine Ingham, Darren Doherty, Peter
McCoy, Joel Salatin, John D. Liu, Dr. Willie Smits, Geoff
Lawton, Larry Korn, & more Fully annotated with
references to guide and direct further studies The
Permaculture Student 2 covers more material than
other books and part: Soil in-depth with Dr. Elaine
Ingham, Fungi cultivation and partnerships, Keyline
Design, Transportation, Urban Permaculture, LargeScale Land & Ocean Restoration, Non-Violent
Communication, Holacracy, Carbon Sequestration, &
much, much more Written by an experienced
professional educator, gardening expert, and
curriculum expert Written for a High School Setting Easy to Understand & Read Aligns & transcends state
and national science standards as a full-year science
elective in both a high school and college setting
Holistic yet Iterative- Understand Permaculture like
never before: retain information in an organized
format designed for better retention Unifying all
regenerative practices into one organized system
Designed to change the world by teaching young
adults permaculture while still in high school and
college, The Permaculture Student 2, is a book for
everyone - for a brighter future for all. This book is full
of photographs of real-life examples, instructive
diagrams, engaging illustrations, inspiring and
instructive quotes, and current references that
connect, organize, and highlight the current leading
examples of applied permaculture in numerous fields
and situations. Readers get a clear idea of how they
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can apply permaculture in their own way in their own
lives. This book is designed for both hemispheres,
both imperial and metric, all climates, and all peoples.
It is for a regenerative, abundant, and hopeful future.

Permaculture Design Core Curriculum
Notes
Permaculture Design
An essential synthesis of permaculture design from
the core curriculum of the Permaculture Design
Course. A book of notes freely offered to the World
Community. Part of a learning & teaching toolkit with
Permaculture Design Core Concepts Cards. Created
over 15 years of teaching 25 PDC's & taking 20
advanced courses, PDC with Rowe Morrow, Bill
Mollison & Geoff Lawton, & Toby Hemenway. Part of a
Diploma & Masters Degree with Bill Mollison, Diploma
with Larry Santoyo & Scott Pittman, Diploma with
Looby Macnamara and mentorship of Larry Santoyo.
Part of a Doctoral work in Permaculture Education.
Core Contributions: Kym Chi. Design: Onbeyond
Metamedia. Key notes: Annaliese Hordern & Tamara
Griffiths. Editing & support: Jacob Aman, Niki
Hammond, Tes Tesla. Source inspiration: David
Holmgren, Robin Clayfield, Michael Becker, Scott
Pittman, Geoff Lawton, Robyn Francis, Mark Lakeman,
Patricia Michael, Starhawk, Bullock Brothers, Tom
Ward & Jude Hobbs.

Permaculture One
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Smart Permaculture Design
Permaculture 1
Few places have been as influential as the Indian
subcontinent in shaping the course of life on Earth.
Yet its evolution has remained largely unchronicled.
Indica: A Deep Natural History of the Indian
Subcontinent fills this gap. From the oldest rocks,
formed three billion years ago in Karnataka, to the
arrival of our ancestors 50,000 years ago on the
banks of the Indus, the author meticulously sifts
through wide-ranging scientific disciplines and
through the layers of earth to tell us the story of India,
filled with a variety of fierce reptiles, fantastic
dinosaurs, gargantuan mammals and amazing plants.
Beautifully produced in full colour, with a rare
collection of images, illustrations and maps, Indica is
full of fascinating, lesser-known facts. It shows us how
every piece of rock and inch of soil is a virtual
museum, and how, over billions of years, millions of
spectacular creatures have reproduced, walked and
lived over and under it.
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